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Abstract
was focused too develop its oown national identity as well as to
Education forr internationall understandinng in Japan w
recognize its coexistence thhrough intercuultural educatioon. Then, we hhave investigaated the opinioons of Japanese school
teachers in terrms of their reecognition of thhe necessary ccontent to introoduce school iinstruction of intercultural education
using a questtionnaire methhod. In the quuestionnaire, 144 items of thrree principles were extracteed from the crriteria of
UNESCO (Unnited Nations Educational, Scientific, andd Cultural Orgganization). For analyzing tthe collected data,
d
the
geometric mean was used. Subsequently,
S
a one-way AN
NOVA test andd multiple-com
mparison proceedures were conducted.
By including teachers in subburban areas inn Japan, we obbtained 123 vaalid responses. All items shoowed a necessary level
of geometric means, and particularly
p
item
ms of the firsst principle “reespect culturaal identity” andd items of the
e second
principle “proovide knowleddge for particippation” showed statistically significant poositive necessitty levels. How
wever, an
answer of “I have never thhought” increaased in the thiird principle ““provide a chaance to contribbute” that wass closely
related to pressent world conncern of global citizenship eeducation and sstatistically waas not significant. From the result of
the multiple-ccomparison proocedures of thhe second princciple and the tthird principle,, seven pairs oof statistically different
items were exxtracted. Thenn, we discusseed the enhanccement betweeen Japan and UNESCO annd influence of school
environment iin Japan.
Keywords: inntercultural edducation, in-seervice teacherr, education foor internationaal understandiing, global cittizenship
education, UN
NESCO
1. Introductioon
The initiationn of international education in Japan wass affected by a discussion of the Unitedd Nations Edu
ucational,
CO).
Scientific andd Cultural Orgaanization (hereeinafter UNESC
A term “educcation for inteernational undderstanding” w
was first-time introduced inn 1947 (UNES
SCO, 1947), and
a
the
subsuming arrea was expannded in the recommendatiion report to “education ffor internationnal understand
ding and
co-operation” in 1954 (UNE
ESCO, 1954).
mportance of international eeducation was highlighted inn 1974 duringg the general cconference (UN
NESCO,
Afterwards, im
1974). In the expert meetingg, the area of tthe internationnal education w
was elaboratedd, and UNESC
CO emphasized
d actions
of people in thhe world by coombining keyw
words of internnational undersstanding, co-opperation, and ppeace.
Thee terms `internnational underrstanding', `co-operation' annd `peace' are to, be consideered as an
inddivisible whole based on the principle of fr
friendly relations between peeoples and States having
diffferent social and
a political ssystems and oon the respect for human rrights and funndamental
freeedoms. In thee text of this recommendatiion, the differrent connotatiions of these terms are
som
metimes gatherred together inn a concise exppression, `interrnational educaation'.
(UNESC
CO, 1974)
Subsequently,, Ministry of Education,
E
Cullture, Sports, S
Science and Teechnology in JJapan (hereinaffter MEXT) re
eleased a
report, and thhis report incluuded one emphhasis of internnational undersstanding (MEX
XT, 1988). Acccording to thiis report,
the importance of developinng an in-depth understandingg of world histtory and culturre as well as cuulture and the tradition
of Japan was promoted to develop
d
the neecessary abilityy to live in an international arena. In otheer words, education for
international uunderstandingg in Japan waas focused to develop its oown national iidentity as weell as to recog
gnize its
coexistence thhrough interculltural educatioon (Nakanishi, 1993).
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Successively, MEXT released guidelines of lesson content for the international understanding in a report: “the way of
the education of our country which anticipated the 21st century” (MEXT, 1996). The following three elements are
described as the normative foundation of education for international understanding:
1) To promote the capacity and competence to have a wide vision, intercultural understanding, and to respect others and
to live with different cultures people.
2) To establish the Japanese character and individual personality for international understanding.
3) To foster the fundamental ability for self-assertion and to show intention by respecting the views of others in the
international society, and to develop communication competence of fundamental and expressiveness of foreign
languages.
As such, intercultural education exemplified one of three elements shown in 1).
To promote diversity, education for international studies cover many fields, including human rights education,
environmental education, development education, peace education, global citizenship education (hereinafter GCE), and
intercultural education (National Institute for Educational Policy Research, 2014). Also, all fields are directed to global
coexistence (Ootsu, 1997). Particularly, GCE has been integrated into transformative learning, where it empowers
students to transform themselves into multicultural society with a constructive manner (UNESCO, 2015a). Similarly,
GCE was recognized in Japan to contain intercultural education, co-operation education, environmental education,
human rights education, and peace education (Ootsu, 1994). Then, intercultural education was recognized as an
important factor both for international understanding and GCE.
At that time, Tada (1997) also asserted that future educational challenges in Japanese school education would involve
how to develop GCE, and the most direct and effective chance was to execute GCE in education for international
understanding.
Also, MEXT shows the following conceptual target for next international education.
“Developing universal capacity and competence as a human that can show own personality
equal to the occasion.”
(Cited from MEXT, 2016).
Summarizing the situation of education for international understanding in Japan, many fields were merged, but they all
can be classified into two major views. One was education from the perspective of local view (based on the viewpoint
of daily school life), and another was a global educational view (based on global point of view). Also, there were strong
differences in origin, principle, objectives, and direction of target between both views. Teachers were confused on how
to focus their lessons (Sato, 2007).
Particularly, the view from local cases in which activities stemming from educational policy were deployed such as
international exchange programs, foreign language training and cares for students from foreign countries brought
conceptual difficulties for teachers to understand GCE. In addition, it could be summarized differences of intercultural
education between UNESCO and schools in Japan (shown in Table1).
Table 1. Comparison of viewpoints of intercultural education between UNESCO and schools in Japan
Viewpoints
A strength of intercultural
education

UNESCO
Mixed
with
interculturalism

Classroom

Majority and minority groups

Local and global
Target
Immediate
necessity
challenge

Interrelated
Strength of equality and human rights

Few or no students from foreign
countries
Somehow being separated
Peaceful coexistence

Universalism and cultural pluralism

Universalism

Emerging learning
Curriculum activities
School expansion

of

Schools in Japan
multiculturalism

and

Global citizenship, human rights education,
peace education, education for sustainable
development
Inclusive curriculum
Community
enhancement,
lifelong
education

More interculturalism

International communication
Curriculum expansion
Student exchange,
cultural exchange

international

On present dissemination of education for international understanding, the reported implementation rate is rather
inactive; it is 62.6% in elementary schools (grade 1-6) and 25.3% in lower-secondary schools (grade 7-9) (MEXT,
2016).
Even from the data, which is relevant to the local perspective, the number of students from foreign countries who need
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the support of the Japanese language are 27,198 (0.20% in total students) and who have foreign nationalities are 73,289
(0.54% in total students) (MEXT, 2014). Diversity and minorities background students are fewer in the classroom.
However, chances to feel the importance of intercultural education in students’ daily lives and community have been
increased. Alien residents are increasing, and now we have 2.2 million foreigners living in Japan (Ministry of Justice,
2016).
Generally, intercultural education is affected by the situation of the country. For example, US focused on critical
multiculturalism, UK focused on anti-racist education, and Germany focused on critical intercultural pedagogy (Ermenc,
2015). However, these characteristics were drawn by ideas from their culturally diverse society, which have more
minority groups than in Japan.
For that reason, concrete data should be collected to understand the gap between the reality of teachers’ opinions and the
world trend to discuss the future for intercultural education in Japan.
On this account, the purpose of this study is to investigate the opinions of Japanese in-service teachers in terms of their
recognition of the necessity of intercultural education. We adopted a questionnaire method, and the items were
developed referring to the UNESCO criteria.
2. Methodology
Until now, the concept of directivity to promote international education has been developed in UNESCO, and methods
of intercultural education are written in a report: “UNESCO guidelines on intercultural education” (UNESCO, 2006). In
this report, intercultural education aims to go beyond passive coexistence to achieve a sustainable way of living together
in multicultural societies through the creation of understanding, respect, and dialogue between different cultural groups.
Three stages of principles and relevant necessities of curricula and lesson materials, teaching method, teacher training,
and communication were noted in the report. In this study, the following items were extracted and arranged as
questionnaire items.
2.1 Questionnaire Items
The following 14 items were arranged in the questionnaire.
2.1.1 Principle 1: Respect Cultural Identity
Intercultural education respects the cultural identity of the learner through the provision of culturally appropriate and
responsive quality education for all.
For this intercultural education, appropriate teacher ability should involve:
P1-1. A teacher familiarizes with the cultural heritage of minority groups.
P1-2. A teacher familiarizes with practical, participatory, and contextualized teaching methods in an intercultural
classroom.
P1-3. A teacher raises awareness of the educational and cultural needs of minority groups.
P1-4. A teacher imparts the ability to adapt educational contents, methods, and materials according to the needs of
groups whose cultures diverge from the majority group.
P1-5. A teacher facilitates the application of diversity as a tool in the classroom to benefit students.
2.1.2 Principle 2: Provide Knowledge for Participation
Intercultural education provides every learner with the cultural knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to achieve
active and full participation in society.
To enable students to participate, the lesson content should involve:
P2-1. A teacher imparts knowledge about the history, traditions, language, and culture of existing minorities to majority
groups.
P2-2. A teacher imparts knowledge about Japanese society as a whole to minorities.
P2-3. A teacher aims at eliminating prejudices about culturally distinct population groups within Japan.
P2-4. A teacher involves various cultural systems through the presentation of knowledge from different cultural
perspectives.
P2-5. A teacher creates a comprehensive knowledge of reading, writing and the spoken word, enabling the citizen to
gain access to information, to understand clearly the situation in which he or she is living, to express his or her
needs, and to take part in activities in the social environment.
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2.1.3 Principle 3: Provide a Chance to Contribute
Intercultural education provides all learners with cultural knowledge, attitudes, and skills that enable them to contribute
to respect, understanding, and solidarity among individuals, ethnic, social, cultural, and religious groups and nations.
To develop skills for contribution, the school should provide:
P3-1. Direct contacts and regular exchanges between pupils, students, teachers and other educators in different
countries or cultural environment.
P3-2. The implementation of joint projects between establishment and schools from different countries, with a view of
solving common problems.
P3-3. The setting up of international networks of pupils, students, and researchers working towards the same objectives.
P3-4. The acquisition of abilities for conflict resolution and mediation.
2.2 Scale
We construct a questionnaire on nine-point scales. And, we added one selection of “I have never thought (hereinafter
“never thought”)” considering the survey result shown in section 1 of rather inactive implementation of education for
international understanding in Japan.
Teachers’ responses were collected by using the scale shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Intensity of importance
Intensity of
importance
N/A
1/9
1/7
1/5
1/3
1
3
5
7
9

Definition
I have never thought
Absolutely unnecessary
Very much unnecessary
Much necessary
Somewhat unnecessary
Neutral
Somewhat necessary
Much necessary
Very much necessary
Absolutely necessary

The scaling and intensity of questionnaire used were proposed by Saaty (1989), and geometric mean was used to
calculate scores.
2.3 Implementation
A total of 123 valid responses were collected during 4-5 August 2016 in the in-service teachers’ training seminars that
were held in a suburban area of Chiba prefecture in Japan. All of them have more than 10 years teaching experience and
work at schools in suburban areas. 77 teachers work in primary schools, and 46 teachers work in lower-secondary
schools in Chiba Prefecture, Japan.
3. Results
3.1 Principle 1
This principle involves items regarding respecting cultural identity. All items have not been required in their routine
teaching work, but these items are becoming important in their work of school and classroom management. In principle
1, a mean of “never thought” was 14.3% in all answers. Then, over 85% of teachers felt it a necessity.
Table 3. Recognition of necessity about Principle 1
Item No.

Geometric mean
(Geometric standard deviation)

P1-1

4.51 (1.83) *

P1-2

3.95 (1.95) *

P1-3

4.60 (1.84) *

P1-4

4.39 (1.98) *

P1-5

4.64 (1.87) *
*

P < 0.05

Table 3 shows the geometric means of items in terms of teaching students to give respect to the cultural identity through
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the provision of culturally appropriate eeducation. In oother words, tthis principle concerns prepparation of tea
achers to
impart importtant knowledgee to students.
A geometric m
mean of 1.0 shhows a neutral intensity betw
ween “necessarry” and “unneccessary”. Also, an asterisk sh
hows the
determinationn of an opinionn is a necessaryy level with a ssignificance levvel of 5%.
The geometricc means of alll five items weere identified tto be higher thhan 1.0 and deetermined posiitively the “ne
ecessary”
level of opinioons. This resuult is depicted aas a radar charrt in Figure 1. The colored iinner area withh a value less than 1.0
represents the area of the “uunnecessary”.

Figure 1. R
Result of Principle 1
About knowleedge provisionn to students, teachers highhly accepted taargets of bothh the majority group (P1-3) and the
minority grouup (P1-4). Also, anti-prejudiice was held iin esteem, andd it could be cconcluded thaat omnipresent truth of
equality and hhuman rights was
w highly recoognized, and thheir cultural sttandard was hiigh and at leasst they had no potential
p
barrier to disccussing diversiity. About P1-22, the geometrric mean was a lower value,, because teachhers needed to
o prepare
not only know
wledge, but alsso instructionaal skills. Howeever, this geom
metric mean sttill illustrated a positive sign
nificance
of necessity. In addition, P1-5
P
showed a higher geom
metric mean tto introduce information off diversity into lesson
content.
The log-transfformed data were
w
processed using list-wisse case deletionn and introducced into furtheer analysis. There is no
significant diffference betweeen the items of principle 1, as determineed by a one-w
way analysis of variance (he
ereinafter
ANOVA) (F[44,470] = 0.79; P > 0.05).
3.2 Principle 2
This principlee involves item
ms regarding provision of kknowledge forr participationn. In this princciple, the mea
an of the
response “nevver thought” was
w 16.1% in alll answers of reespondents. Thhen, over 80%
% of teachers feelt it was a necessity.
Table 4 show
ws the geometrric means of items in term
ms of provisionn of knowledgge, attitude, annd skills for students’
s
participation iin society. Then, this principlle advanced teeachers’ recognnition to develoop students’ abbility.
Table 4. Recoognition of necessity about Prrinciple 2
Geometric m
mean

Iteem
No.

(Geom
metric standardd deviation)

P22-1

4.49 (1.77)) *

P22-2

5.04 (1.85)) *

P22-3

5.75 (1.76)) *

P22-4

4.25 (1.93)) *

P22-5

3.03 (2.577)
*

P < 0.05

The geometricc means of fouur out of five ittems were idenntified as a stattistically significant “necessaary” level.
This result is ddepicted as a radar
r
chart in F
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. R
Result of Principle 2
P2-2 and P2--3 relate to caares of classrooom managem
ment for minorrities. In addittion, P2-2 andd P2-3 showed higher
geometric meeans in all item
ms of this quesstionnaire. Thiis is because tthese items rellate explicitly to indispensab
ble cares
when they haave a student of
o a minority ggroup. The nuumber of minoority students aare increasing in Japan but many of
teachers have limited experrience, and thaat’s why a classsroom teacherr felt the need to prepare specific cares wh
hen they
encounter minnorities. Thesee are becomingg important inn their work. P
P2-1 and P2-4 are intended tto develop new
w lesson
content that taarget majority groups.
g
On thee other hand, P
P2-5 includes ddiversification of the lesson eenvironment.
Continuously,, a significant difference waas identified ffor items in principle 2, as determined bby a one-way ANOVA
(F[4,425] = 100.5; P < 0.01).
Subsequently,, the multiple-comparison prrocedure (postt-hoc test) usinng the Steel-D
Dwass test wass conducted (see Table
5).
Table 5. Resuult of Steel-Dw
wass test of prinnciple 2 items
i\j

P2-2

P
P2-3

P2-44

P2-5

P2-1

3.33

66.21**

0.1667

4.31*

33.24

3.422

6.80**

6.288**

8.99**

P2-2
P2-3
P2-4

4.09*
(calculated tij x

*

P < 0.005; P(0.05) = 33.86, **

)

P < 0.01; P(0.01) = 4.60

Values of teacchers were noot consistent aacross items, aand especiallyy P2-5 showedd independent scoring. P2-5
5 intends
teachers to deeliver educatioonal services to citizens annd to develop their requiredd ability. So far, social and
d formal
education are operated by different
d
organnizations in Jaapan, and it w
would be difficcult for teacherrs to imagine this job.
Also, they feltt that it was soomewhat of a nnecessity, but tthey could not have an affiniity with P2-5 inn their routine work as
other items. P
P2-3 also lookked independennt. This item demands to develop an attitude that relattes to human rights of
critical importtance. It can be
b assumed thaat human righhts are not disccarded in Japaan, but they aree regarded as different
elements from
m intercultural learning conteent.
3.3 Principle 3
This principlee involves item
ms regarding pprovision of a chance to conntribute. A meaan of “never thhought” was in
ncreased
by 27.4% in aall respondentss answers. How
wever, over 700% of teacherss had experiennces to think ccases in items, and this
rate was also larger than suurvey rate of implementingg education forr internationall understandinng shown in se
ection 1.
Table 6 shows the geometriic means of ittems in terms of provision oof various indiividuals, ethniic, social, cultu
ural, and
religious grouups and nationss to contribute to respect, undderstanding, annd solidarity.
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Table 6. Recoognition of necessity about Prrinciple 3
Geometric m
mean

Ittem
N
No.

(Geom
metric standardd deviation)

P3-1

3.54 (2.100)

P3-2

2.31 (2.511)

P3-3

2.95 (2.311)

P3-4

3.08 (2.455)

This result is ddepicted as a radar
r
chart in F
Figure 3.

Result of Principle 3
Figure 3. R
In principle 3,, there were noo items that weere statisticallyy significant aas a necessity, bbut all geomettric means stilll showed
a necessary leevel.
P3-2 and P3-33 exhibited low
wer geometric means in all iitems of this quuestionnaire. IIt seemed that these items im
mplied to
have close com
mmunication with
w foreignerss.
Likewise, a onne-way ANOV
VA was introduuced. Then, a significant diffference was iddentified for ittems of the priinciple 3
(F[3, 296] = 22.82; P < 0.05).
Subsequently,, we performedd the multiple--comparison prrocedure usingg the Steel-Dw
wass test, as shoown in Table 7.
7
Table 7. Resuult of the Steel--Dwass test of principle 3 iteems
i\j
P33-1

P3-2

P3-3

P3-4

4.46***

2.48

1.11

1.97

2.87

P33-2

1.05

P33-3
(calculated tij x

)

** P < 0.01; P(0.001) = 4.40
P3-1 implies iinternational exchange
e
that iincreases now as a special pprogram offereed by the regioonal educationa
al board;
and this becam
me the highestt geometric m
mean for this prrinciple. On thhe other hand, regarding P3--2 to P3-4, it is
i hardly
possible to fiind these kindds of activitiess in schools. B
Besides, P3-22 implies that a teacher neeeds to manage
e project
designing, buudgeting, and operation byy themselves. Actually, it iis difficult too find operatiional cost and
d asking
permission off educational booard for teacheers and studennts to travel forreign countriess, even when thhey felt as a ne
ecessity.
hat these
In contrast, thhere is little neeed for a teachher to travel too a foreign couuntry in P3-1 and P3-4. Whhen they felt th
items were moore feasible, thhen these geom
metric means w
were slightly hiigher.
Although, desspite the differrence of conteent between coollaboration in P3-3 and skilll developmennt in P3-4, scorring was
done using a ssimilar rating.
4. Discussion
When we consider the near future challengge to develop education for international uunderstanding in Japan, there
e are two
aspects that w
we should discuuss from the rresults of this study. The firsst is that the hhistory of educcation for interrnational
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understanding in Japan, as noted in section 1, has been affected by the educational policy of the time and that there are
many aspects of this education. This decreased teachers to critically reconsider their current content. The second is,
since global view is an emerging important concept in education for international understanding in the world, the
approach needs to be reformulated for Japanese teachers to move their lessons from diverging points to a global view.
4.1 Effect on Lessons Based on Essentialism
However, despite the positive necessity about involving multicultural content in lessons shown in P2-4, the observed
necessity was lower value in P3-2 and P3-3, in which there were more deep communication with foreign people.
The most education for international understanding in Japan has planned to execute in existing school subjects (MEXT,
1996). Then, it is needed for education for international understanding to interrelate with other existing school subjects,
such as social science, language, moral education, and integrated learning. Therefore, even if teachers had a global
viewpoint, they could not leave the framework of school subjects.
Mabuchi (2002) strictly pointed out the cultural essentialism characteristic of Japanese people based on his
experimental study (on opinions of Japanese people regarding Malaysian people). Japanese people recognized the
importance of human rights and respect to minorities, but they could not have their own opinions about diversity inside
Malay society. He considered that this characteristic to incorporate various inner structure into one slot had the
possibility to overlook problems of equality even in our neighboring society.
In this study, teachers in Japan also greatly understood the importance of human rights and democracy, such as shown in
P2-1 and P2-3. Then, as a next step, teachers need to move their conceptual positional base from a classroom to society
and should have a chance to recognize the importance of multiculturalism.
As one example, MEXT investigated the situation of children of alien residents who do not enroll in schools. In the
report of the sampling area, MEXT showed 0.7% of children did not enroll in schools (MEXT, 2010). In another report,
children of alien residents from South American countries had increased, and it reached about 60 thousand, and about
20% of children did not enroll in schools (Matsumoto, 2008). Thus, data of social problems in Japan were extremely
different from this investigation. Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive survey data to understand unregistered
foreign children in Japan. Furthermore, limited people know this fact that the system of compulsory education in Japan
does not reach children of foreign nationalities. Likewise, there are important cases available for intercultural education
that teachers uncover or are unknown even in Japanese society.
About this matter, Ebuchi (2007) mentioned the importance of styles of intercultural education. The viewpoint of a
mono-culture should integrate to the viewpoint of a comparative culture and then enhance solidarity with different
cultures and lead to the viewpoint of an interactive approach, such as shown in P3-1. The deliberate promotion of
teachers’ recognition, especially about the social and international environment, are required to accelerate active and
transformative abilities of students, such as shown in P3-4.
4.2 Challenge for GCE in Japanese Schools
UNESCO noted the following four pillars of intercultural education as objectives of school curricula (UNESCO, 2006).
1) Learning to know: Knowledge, Language, fundamental skills
2) Learning to do: Deal with many situations, national and international context, find a peace in society
3) Learning to live together: Joint project, learning to manage conflicts, value of pluralism, contribution
4) Learning to be: Develop personality, autonomy, judgement, responsibility
These pillars can be incorporated into three principles in this research, where principle 1 involves pillar 1, principle 2
involves pillar 1 and 2, and principle 3 involves pillar 3 and 4. Particularly, pillar 3 and 4 are now incorporated into
GCE.
Questionnaire items in this study involves three major factors of the initial stage of intercultural education. It is a
necessity to have diversity education (P1-5 and P2-4), a necessity to provide education to the majority (P1-3 and P2-1),
and a necessity to provide education to the minority (P1-4 and P2-2). Each factor has two different levels of education
regarding pillar 1 and 2, and when we compare these corresponding pairs, the consistency of teachers’ opinions in
different action levels can be found. Also, the log-transformed data were processed using list-wise case deletion, and
correlation coefficients were calculated. The values between P1-5 and P2-4, between P1-3 and P2-1, and between P1-4
and P2-2 were 0.524, 0.462, and 0.342, respectively.
Then, it could be assumed that teachers showed consistent valuing in all pairs, and especially the necessity of diversity
content in classroom was highly consistent. This is a promising result to introduce further enhancement of multicultural
education and transformative actions that were expected to advance the intercultural education to GCE.
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The GCE pointed to the importance of raising awareness by the United Nations Secretary-General’s Global Education
Fist Initiative (GEFI) in 2012. UNESCO, in response to the increasing demand for support to empower learners to
become responsible global citizens, has made GCE one of its key education objectives for the next eight years period
since 2014 (UNESCO, 2014).
Major principles of GCE are encapsulated as follows (UNESCO, 2015b),
i)

GCE stands on many foundations, with an emphasis on how they inter-connect and support each other;

ii)

It includes universal principles such as human rights, democracy, inclusions, gender equality, non-discrimination,
participation, empowerment, non-violence, respect for all, and so on.

iii) It is transformative and needs action at the local level and should be contextualized to help build peaceful and
sustainable societies.
iv) In the perspective of lifelong learning, it begins from early childhood and continues through all levels of education
into adulthood, requiring both formal and informal approaches, curricular and extracurricular interventions, and
conventional and unconventional pathways to participation.
v)

The focus is on the role, content, and relevance of education:
v-i) Three core conceptual and inter-related dimensions provide a framework for GCE.
v-ii) Cognitive: e.g., knowledge, understanding and critical thinking about global issues and the
interconnectedness/inter-dependency of countries and different populations.
v-iii) Socio-emotional: e.g., sense of belonging to a common humanity, sharing values and responsibilities, holding
rights, empathy, solidarity, and respect for differences and diversity.
v-iv) Behavioral: e.g., acting effectively and responsibly at local, national, and global levels for a more peaceful
and sustainable world.

So far, human rights education and peace education are fostered in education for our national democracy, and transitions
of these experiences into GCE is still needed for strong enhancement. iii) shows an idea for us to expand school
activities to the local community; v-ii) shows relevance to education of multiculturalism; and v-iv) indicates
contribution of schools to the globe.
Similarly, as an analytic view to leap to GCE, Uozumi (1995) depicted that education for international understanding
had emphasized to recognize differences among countries and to aim at international security regarding peace,
friendship, co-operation, and human rights. But, GCE asked students to include additive content to have global views
and transnational actions. He explained this difference of frameworks between adjustment among sovereign nations and
transnational publication.
As an example, there is a case study to introduce information of our regional minority groups into social sciences
lessons in a primary school. It was possible to give a global reality of intercultural education to students by arranging
content of comprehensive cases collected across Japan (Nakayama, 2005).
As another progressive example, a school that had educational programs for students from foreign countries has already
introduced active implementation of international education by using an international Baccalaureate middle year
program (e.g. Hoshino, 2013).
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